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Question 1 

The law is implemented by various bodies in the government. The Bureaucracy and the 

President have different powers in the implementation of laws or turning them into enforceable 

public policy. They do this by the power vested in them by the constitution of the United States. 

The President of the United States is the Commander-in-chief of the defense forces and heads the 

state. The President has the power to enforce and implement laws that Congress has written. It is 

the duty of the President to implement these laws. The President has the power of the executive 

branch vested in him.  There are executive departments fifteen in total, and each is led by a 

member appointed to the President's cabinet. The President heads the fifteen departments 

together with executive agencies such as the "Environment Protection Agency" and the CIA, 

which cannot be categorized as part of the cabinet. The President has authority over all these 

other agencies (Provost and Gerber, 2019).  The President can veto bills or sign into legislation 

laws enacted by Congress. Additionally, the President can give orders that are executive, which 

clarifies existing laws and direct his executive officers. The President also has the power to 

extend clemencies and pardons for crimes that are federal. The power, however, does not stretch 

to impeachment cases.   

Role of discretional authority 

When the President issues an order executively or signs a bill and makes it a law, the 

institution responsible for implementing the law or policy is the Federal Bureaucracy. 

Sometimes, the laws issued by President executively lack concrete and clear details on the 

methods by which they should be enforced. This issue gives the Federal Bureaucracy 

discretionary authority. It means that the Bureaucracy is given the power to decide on the actions 

to take or actions not to take in the implementation of laws that are not detailed (Schinkel, Tóth, 
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Tuinstra, 2020). The Federal Bureaucracy is also given the power to make rules that regulate 

how programs of the government should operate. Discretionary authority enhances the federal 

bureaucracy power giving it jurisdiction considerably over implementing government policies. 

The President, together with the Bureaucracy, has the power to affect how government programs 

operate and are carried out. 

Why discretion is important and yet controversial 

The executive office has the power to practice discretion for a number of reasons. 

Sometimes the law itself does not have clear guidelines on how it should be enacted or enforced. 

This could bring up problems in courts and other jurisdiction institutions. Lack of clear 

guidelines for cases could take up unnecessarily long durations in debating on the right methods 

of implementing them. Practicing discretion allows the Bureaucracy to determine the right 

measures to take without having to consume much time in the official process of determining the 

regulations. This power is important because it is a system that accounts for errors or a lack of 

information in-laws signed in by the President.  The problem with discretionary authority by the 

Bureaucracy is that they can adjust the law on their favor because there are no clear guidelines. 

This power is destructive to freedom  (Schinkel, Tóth, Tuinstra, 2020). There are debates on 

whether the executive office should practice absolute discretion or have a reasonable exercise of 

the discretionary authority. The authority is not evil, but the problem is that there is much room 

for misuse. To solve this will require the procedure's tightening and not the abolishment of the 

discretionary authority. 
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